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Abstract-
The principle of cooperation influences our everyday

lives. This conflict between individual and collective ra-
tionality can be modelled through the use of social dilem-
mas such as the prisoner’s dilemma. Reflecting the real-
ity that real world autonomous agents are not chosen at
random to interact, we acknowledge the role some struc-
turing mechanisms can play in increasing cooperation.
This paper examines one simple structuring technique
which has been shown to increase cooperation among
agents. Tagging mechanisms structure a population into
subgroups and as a result reflect many aspects which are
relevant to the domains of kin selection and trust. We
will outline some simulations involving a simple tagging
system and outline the main factors which are vital to
increasing cooperation.

1 Introduction

The people we meet on a daily basis are not randomly
chosen from a universal set of individuals throughout the
world; instead these interactions are based significantly on
our proximity to one another. This is not just limited to
physical proximity but also genetic, behavioural, and so-
cial proximity. These groups represent the set of individuals
whom we are most likely to continuously meet throughout
our lives. In reality, an individual may be part of many hun-
dreds of sets or groups during their life, but these group
structures will determine their interactions on a daily ba-
sis throughout their whole lives. During a lifetime, an in-
dividual’s membership of certain groups will continuously
change and evolve, reflecting their choice to move home,
school, job or get married. The main point remains that our
interactions are non-random and heavily biased by certain
group structures.

Significant research has been conducted involving agents
whose interactions are determined by spatial proximity.
Nowak and May (1993) [1] describe the significance of
group structuring techniques with special attention to spa-
tially determined interactions. This structuring can be rep-
resented through the use of tagging which is an abstract
method of biasing agent interactions based on membership
of certain tag groups. Holland (1993) [2] describes tags
as markings or social cues that are attached to individuals
(agents) and are observable by others. When determining
which agents should interact we calculate the proximity of
their tag values, as opposed to their physical proximity. Tag-
ging is an abstraction which allows us reflect the relatedness
between agents based on any possible grouping analogy, not

simply spatial or genetic proximity. Tagging can be used as
a general case to represent all these possible grouping struc-
tures without the specific complexities which they entail.

Hales (2004)[3] states that tags can evolve from initially
random values into complex ever-changing patterns that
serve to structure interactions between individuals. Tagging
schemes are highly accurate mechanisms for biasing agent
interactions based on their relatedness with each other.

The approach described in this paper, although similar
to previous research by Hales and others, differs in that we
adopt a simpler approach where agent strategies and tags
are not genetically linked. We do not subject the strategies
to mutation but focus instead on the effects of varying the
numbers of tags and the effects of tag mutation.

This paper will analyse a simple tagging scheme and
review some of the factors which contribute to its suc-
cess. This paper will describe a number of experiments
which we have designed involving a simple tagging scheme.
These experiments have been specifically designed to dis-
play some of the important features of tagging. For example
we will review the levels of cooperation achieved using dif-
ferent amounts of tags. We hope to examine the effects of
population viscosity1 on levels of cooperation among a tag
using population of agents. These simulations have been
conducted on populations of agents competing through the
iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma.

1.1 The Prisoner’s Dilemma

The Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) is a simple two player game
where each player must make a decision to either cooperate
(C) or defect (D). Both players decide simultaneously and
therefore have no prior knowledge of what the other has
decided. If both players cooperate they receive a specific
payoff. If both defect they receive a lower payoff. If one
cooperates and the other defects then the defector receives
the maximum payoff and the cooperator receives the mini-
mum. The payoff matrix outlined in Table 1 demonstrates
the potential payoffs for each player.

Table 1: Payoff Matrix

Players Choice Cooperate Defect

Cooperate (λ1, λ1) (λ2, λ3)
Defect (λ3, λ2) (λ4, λ4)

1The viscosity of a population relates to the degree of changein that
population over time. If individuals do not move far from theirplace of
birth, this may be considered a form of population viscosity.



The dilemma is a non-zero-sum, non-cooperative and si-
multaneous game. For the dilemma to hold in all cases, cer-
tain constraints must be adhered to:λ2 < λ4 < λ1 < λ3.
These conditions result inλ2 being the sucker’s payoff,λ1
is the reward for mutual cooperation,λ4 is the punishment
for mutual defection, andλ3 provides the incentive or temp-
tation to defect. The dilemma also states2λ1 > λ2 + λ3.
This constraint prevents players taking alternating turnsre-
ceiving the sucker’s payoff (λ2) and the temptation to de-
fect (λ3), therefore maximising their score. The following
values were used throughout this research:λ1 = 3, λ2 =
0, λ3 = 5, λ4 = 1.

In the non-iterated game, the rational choice is to defect,
while in the finitely repeated game, it is rational to defect on
the last move and by induction to defect all the time. How-
ever, if there exists a non-zero probability the two players
will play again then cooperation may emerge. Within a so-
ciety of social groups, repeated meetings are common and
as with tag group members who meet repeatedly, significant
levels of cooperation can emerge.

1.2 Previous Tagging Models

Holland (1993) [2] initially outlined the concept of tags and
since then significant numbers of tag models have emerged
such as Hales (2004) [3] and Riolo (1997) [4]. Holland
(1993) [2] describes tags as markings or social cues that
are attached to individuals (agents) and are observable by
others. Riolo has described a number of tagging approaches
throughout a series of papers, Riolo (1997) [4], Riolo (2000)
[5], each focusing on the effects of tagging on levels of co-
operation among players in the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma.
These papers outline basic forms of tagging: fixed-bias tag-
ging, variable-bias tagging and evolved-bias tagging.

These models comprise two-player Iterated Prisoner
Dilemma (IPD) tournaments. Players are not paired ran-
domly as in traditional tournaments such as those re-
searched by Axelrod (1984) [6]. Instead, each player is
given a numeric tag value and this is used to probabilisti-
cally bias interactions towards players of similar tag values.
In these tagging models significant increases in cooperation
can be observed. Simple replicator dynamics are used to re-
flect the fitness of agents as they move through successive
generations. The proportional fitness of a genome is used
to determine representation of that genome in subsequent
generations.

We hope to gain a greater understanding of how tag-
ging mechanisms successfully increase cooperation among
agents playing the IPD. We address the following questions:

• What conditions are required for a tagging scheme to
successfully increase cooperation?

• Which individual factors or parameters help deter-
mine the scale of cooperation increases?

• How are tagging mechanisms affected by less viscous
environments?

In later sections, we outline a number of experiments and
the results obtained. In the following section we will discuss

the design of our simulator and tagging model.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Strategies

The design of any IPD simulator requires the simple cre-
ation of an initial set of player strategies. The research by
Nowak (1990) [7] provides a basis for our method of strat-
egy definition. The following is a strategy genome with 3
genes representing 3 possible behaviour values whenPi (
Probability of cooperation in the initial move of a game),
Pc ( Probability of cooperation after opponent has cooper-
ated), Pd ( Probability of cooperation after opponent has
defected ).

Genome = Pi, Pc, Pd, (1)

Our initial population of agent genomes is randomly
generated with random gene values and therefore the initial
population has an initial average fitness2 of about 2.25[4].
A fourth gene representing a tag value is also given to each
genome, this tag value is randomly assigned to all strate-
gies in the population and is a simple integer in the range
[1...Maximum number of tags].

2.2 Tag Model

Our simulator consists of a population of 100 players; each
is randomly generated from a normally distributed set of
possible strategies. These strategies are each given random
tag values. Games lasting 20 iterations between all mem-
bers of the same tag value are conducted. Under no circum-
stances do agents of different tag values play each other; but
agents can play themselves. If an agent is the solitary holder
of a tag value it may still play itself, even though there are
no other members of the population it can interact with.

The representation of a genome in successive genera-
tions is based on its fitness in the current generation. There-
fore this dictates representation in the next generation and
so on, through successive generations. This simple replica-
tor dynamic is similar to that used by Riolo in his simula-
tions. Page (2003) [11] discusses this specific topic in more
detail with special emphasis on frequency dependant selec-
tion. The essence of this discussion states that the fitness of
an individual is determined by the frequency of other agents
in the population. This is represented by the following equa-
tion:

ȧi =

n∑

j=1

xjfj(x)qji − xif (2)

This is a “replicator-mutator equation” which describes
both frequency-dependant selection and mutation. This
equation has previously been applied to population genet-
ics by Hadeler (1981) [12] and also game theory by Bomze
and Buerger (1995) [13]. In our research and the research of

2If we use the following IPD payoff matrix valuesλ1 = 3, λ2 =
0, λ3 = 5, λ4 = 1, a initial population of random agents will have an
average of these fitness values(3 + 0 + 5 + 1)/4 = 2.25



Riolo, all reproduction is asexual. As a result, no crossover
between agents occurs.

One significant feature of our tagging model introduces a
mutation operator. This may be applied to random members
of the population through successive generations. This is a
probability of a genome’s tag changing to some random tag
value3.

This simulator extends previous tag models to allow
some parameters vary over certain experiments. For exam-
ple, this simulator can conduct experiments across a number
of possible tag parameters.

2.3 Tag Generations

To reflect some evolutionary competition within the tag
groups there is an intermediate stage replicator dynamic
among members of each tag group. This extra evolution-
ary stage occurs before proceeding onto the next genera-
tion. This applies a replicator dynamic to all strategies ofthe
same tag value. Strategies within a tag group are measured
based upon fitness and then awarded updated representation
within the tag membership. This process may be repeated a
number of times within each generation of the overall game.
As a result there may exist any number of tag generations
within each overall generation of the simulation. The ratio
of tag generations to actual generations may prove to be sig-
nificant. The overall effect of the tag generation replicator
dynamics results in all the strategies within the tag group
being proportionally represented in the group based on their
fitness.

2.4 Mutation

A tag may change value from generation to generation. This
concept of tag mutation is represented as a probability of an
agents tag value changing between generations. Once this
occurs, the agent receives a random tag value within the
parameter of the valid tag value range. This feature is used
in some of our experiments to reflect the behaviour of a less
viscous population.

3 Results

In this section we outline the results of a number of experi-
ments. Our primary goal is to address the questions which
we outlined earlier in this paper.

3.1 Performance of Tagging Scheme

The first set of experimental results represents a fitness com-
parison between two experimental populations. One im-
plements a simple tagging scheme while the other uses no
tagging technique. Across 50 simulations, 100 agents are
allowed to compete for survival while playing each other.
The tagged model randomly distributes up to 50 different
tag values to the 100 agents. Throughout each simulation,
these players will play IPDs of 20 iterations with peers of

3A tag can only mutate into a tag value within the parameters of the
valid tag value range, as predefined in the experimental setup.

the same tag value. 50 generations are simulated and these
tag groups are represented through successive generations
based on their fitness through the use of a replicator dy-
namic. Our non-tagged model operates in exactly the same
manner but all players play IPD’s of 20 iterations with every
other member of the population.
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Figure 1: Tagged Model Vs Non-Tagged Model

In Figure 1, we can clearly see the improved fitness
achieved through the use of tagging. This data is compa-
rable with previous research by Riolo (1997) [4]. These
results are consistent across all experiments while our sim-
ulation without tagging displays much lower levels of aver-
age fitness. The improved performance of our tagged model
is as a result of tag groups insulating themselves against in-
vasion from defecting strategies. In a non-tagged model,
the effects of the defecting strategies propagates through-
out the population and they dominate very quickly. This
is not easily achieved in a tagged model which partitions
the population into tag groups, which as a result prevent
defection spreading throughout the population. The abil-
ity of a tagging scheme to partition populations into groups
decreases the chances of groups having a non-cooperative
strategy which will undermine the fitness of its peers.

3.2 The Significance of Tag Group Size
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Figure 2: Different Tag Ranges

To fully understand the factors determining the success
of a tag model this experiments investigates the effect of



varying the number of tags used in the model. The experi-
ment shown illustrates how the number of tags can influence
levels of cooperation among the agent population. This ex-
periment represents 400 generations using four distinct sim-
ulation parameters. These four simulations represent dis-
tinct amounts of tags permissible within the initial popula-
tion. The number of tags determines how many tag groups
exist and also their relative size within a population of 100
players. As in the earlier experiment we identify the abil-
ity of tagging to curtail defection propagating throughouta
population. As the number of tags increases, the partition-
ing effect increasingly limits the propagation of defection.
The model performs best when the number of tags is high.
Therefore in any one tag group there exists a higher proba-
bility that all the members will be cooperative and as a result
the group will be fitter.

The maximum number of tags in a population of 100
players would be 100 tags (If players are allowed to play
themselves) or 50 tags (If players are not allowed play them-
selves). In our simulations we allow agents play themselves
and as a result the maximum number of tags is 100. We
discovered that our tagging scheme reached optimum at 50
tags and no further increase in performance was observed
for tag amounts up to 100. This can be explained through
a closer examination of our replicator dynamic. A single
player competing against itself for representation as the soli-
tary player in a tag group, will never increase its represen-
tation above the total tag group population of one. (As ex-
plained in relation to the replicator dynamic, average agent
fitness inG determines agent representation inG + 1. This
is trivial in the case of a single agent as its fitness equals the
population’s average fitness and therefore must result in 100
percent of representation the population inG + 1) This sig-
nificantly curtails the population’s ability to increase coop-
eration any further. This can appear as a ceiling limiting any
further increases in cooperation for such a tagging scheme.

3.3 Population Viscosity

A population may be considered viscous if over time it does
not change significantly. If individuals do not move far from
their place of birth, this may be considered as a form of
spatial viscosity. Population viscosity was first discussed
by Hamilton (1964) [8] and has subsequently been identi-
fied as a significant factor determining altruism among in-
dividuals by Hamilton (1971) [9] and also Wilson, Pollock
and Dugatkin (1992) [10]. Nowak and May (1993) [1] also
discussed this concept in relation to a spatially constrained
IPD. While population viscosity has been found to increase
the relatedness among individuals and therefore increase al-
truism, would this also be relevant to the tagging model we
have discussed.

To reflect some form of population change over time we
have introduced a simple form of mutation. Through a sim-
ple experimental parameter we can control the probability
of an agent tag value changing in a given generation. In ab-
stract terms this could reflect a change in an agents social,
behavioural or spatial grouping. As a result this alters which
peers an agent it is permitted to interact with.
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Figure 3: Levels Of Population Viscosity

This experiment depicts three levels of mutation and the
resulting average cooperation across 400 generations. As
we increase the probability of mutation, the level of popu-
lation viscosity falls. The population has a greater chance
of changing within each agents generational cycle. Reflect-
ing this reduced viscosity the levels of average cooperation
fall. This reinforces previous research that viscosity benefits
relatedness and altruism between individuals. Simulations
using a mutation probability of zero percent represent a to-
tally viscous population. All three simulation used 50 tags
and agents competed using a 20 iteration IPD.

3.4 The Evolution Of Tags

During our simulations we observed the importance of par-
titioning an initial population with many tag values and as a
result increasing the average cooperation. Throughout this
research, we have observed these important behaviours in
relation to the size and number of tag groups over time.
Throughout successive generations how would the evolu-
tionary process effect tag group dynamics? This experiment
examines the number of tags in use over 400 successive gen-
erations. The initial population is generated with a possible
maximum of 50 random tag values. Throughout the sim-
ulation we plot the percentage of these possible 50 tags in
use. We also plot the average cooperation throughout the
simulation spanning the 400 generations.
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From this experiment we see that the number of total
tag values falls significantly after the initial generations.
Significantly the levels of cooperation remain very high.
This is explained by the ability of tags to marginalise non-
cooperative behaviour over the initial generations. The tag-
ging system results in non-cooperative agents becoming ex-
tinct in the earlier generations while the most cooperative
tag groups increase rapidly in size. These tag groups with
the most altruistic members takeover the total population
and lead to the extinction of tag groups which contain any
non-cooperative agents. The resulting small number of tag
groups all contain highly cooperative agents and are about
equal in size. Usually this experiment resulted in about 5
of a possible 50 tag groups surviving, each with an average
membership of about 20.

3.5 The Effects of Tag Generations

Earlier we described the feature of tag generations which
is one of the features of our simulator. Across numerous
simulations and experiments we cannot identify any sig-
nificant differences between experiments using and not us-
ing tag generations. Including those which examine the ef-
fects of reduced population viscosity. Only one experiment
displays any difference in average fitness and is shown in
Figure 5. Tag generations occur between actual generation
timesteps where we measure fitness, and therefore between
every generation timestamp represented in the following
graph there are actually a number of tag generations which
are not shown. A fitness reading is recorded and displayed
at every actual generation. This occurs after the series of tag
generations successfully completes.
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Figure 5: Average Fitness Using Tag Generations

The experiment in Figure 5 represents two simulations
with different numbers of tag generations per actual gen-
eration. One does not contain any tag generations and
moves from generation to generation without any intermedi-
ate stages. The other simulation has one hundred tag gener-
ations per generation which occur as intermediate stages be-
tween actual generations. A tag generation applies a repli-
cator dynamic to the agents within the tag group and awards
percentages of the population based on their fitness in the
previous tag generation. A universal generation applies a
similar replicator to the whole population therefore reflect-

ing the fitness of agents and tag groups alike.
While no significant differences are observed between

using tag generation and no tag generations, the above ex-
periment shows one slight difference. When a population
falls into total defection, simulations using tag generations
maintained a slight level of cooperation which was absent
from the other model. This is due to the number of agents
receiving the exact same payoffs and fitness values. The
tag generations have no other way of distributing available
space in the population other then randomly choosing from
the panel of equally fit strategies. When filling these last
few population positions the algorithm will select random
proportions of cooperative and non-cooperative strategies.
This element of randomness in the specific case of total
population defection has the effect of generating an artifi-
cial level of oscillating cooperation in a predominantly non-
cooperative environment. This behaviour would not have
occurred without our use of probabilistic based strategies.

4 Conclusions

Our experiments have highlighted a number of interesting
features leading to the success or failure of certain tagging
models. For example we have observed the important re-
lationship between the number of tags used and the size of
the population. This ratio has a direct effect on the overall
levels of cooperation. The success of tagging is based upon
preventing invasion from greedy agents. This partitioning
effect which is synonymous with tagging and spatial mod-
els appears fundamental to their success. A tag group of
only one agent is an extreme case but never encounters the
“invasion” difficulties which usually jeopardise cooperation
among larger groups of agents.

This depends heavily on a significant presumption that
the population is completely viscous in nature. In our simu-
lations examining population viscosity we confirm that less
viscous populations promote defection. Slight decreases in
viscosity leads to significant falls in average cooperation.

We have identified the emergence of a small set of highly
cooperative tag groups which dominate populations after a
number of generations. This small number of tag groups are
composed of highly cooperative strategies which contribute
to rapid growth because of very high group fitness. Tag
groups which contain non-cooperative agents will struggle
to survive and soon become extinct.

5 Summary

In answer to the three questions posed earlier in this pa-
per we recall which conditions are required to successfully
increase cooperation. These conditions would include the
presence of tags and an almost totally viscous population.
The main factor which determines the scale of coopera-
tion increases must be the number of tags used initially
in the population. Large numbers will die rapidly as non-
cooperative tag groups become extinct but their presence in
the initial population is essential for this reason. Finally we
can clearly conclude that a less viscous population will suf-
fer significant decreases in cooperation due to the invasion



of non-cooperative agents into previously highly coopera-
tive groups.

These tagging systems serve to bias agent interactions
based on agents relatedness or proximity to each other. This
reflects how real world interactions are biased towards in-
dividuals who share common attributes with us. Defining
these attributes is extremely difficult due to the complex be-
haviours of humans. Our tag model implements a very sim-
plistic model which is an abstraction of these social group-
ings. While this is a very simplistic model it still displays
some very complex behaviours which are vital to our under-
standing of more elaborate tagging models.

Many possible avenues of future work involving this re-
search are possible. One obvious extension would examine
more elaborate tagging models. Equally there are numerous
aspect of learning and evolution of tags which are possible.
This learning could be possible through agents observing
their peers behaviour over time. Similarly aspects of inter-
agent communication may be explored. Such approaches
could investigate the manner agents communicate tag infor-
mation to each other and the resulting levels of cooperation.
Finally, the techniques discussed in this paper can be ap-
plied to games other then the Prisoner’s Dilemma.
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